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PREFACE 

Although many states have legalized gambling of one form 
or another, illegal gambling continues to flourish and to represent 
a law enforcement problem of significant dimension. This publica
tion was prepared especially for use by the law enforcement commu
nity and combines the technical aspects of gambling investigations 
with practical considerations for recognizing and collecting physical 
evidence as it relates to the field of forensic science. 

"Gambling Technology" should be viewed as a brief over
view of some types of illegal gambling activity, such as sports, 
numbers and horserace bookmaking. Gambling is a highly dynamic 
field, and while certain elements are always present in gambling 
operations, these elements will appear in many different forms~ 
Also, persons involved in illegal gambling are necessarily clandes
tine and are typically very ingenious, innovative and individualistic, 
especially in the keeping of their wagering records. For these 
reasons, the examples of wagering records contained herein should 
be considered as representative only. 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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INTRODUCTION 

OBJECTIVE 

This publication seeks to acquaint the investigator handling 
gambling violations with the bookmaking records, paraphernalia, and 
monitored conversations he may encounter and to assist him in evalu
ating their potential as evidence. It is not intended to cover investi
gative techniques. 

APPLICABLE LAW 

state and local antigambling laws are many and varied. No 
attempt will be made to define their provisions and scope. 

Federal gambling violations must emanate from an infraction 
of state or local law. It is therefore necessary to determine at the out
set of the investigation what gambling provisions will be used. For 
federal jurisdiction to attach, the gambling activity must either possess 
a direct interstate character, as set forth below, or satisfy the size and 
scope provisions of the illegal gambling business portion of the 1970 
Organized Crime Control Act. A brief synopsis of the statutes appears 
below. 

Interstate Transportation of Lottery Tickets 

statutory Citation: 18 USC § 1301 (1948) 

Maximum Penalty: $1,000 fine and/or 2 years' imprisonment 

Violation: Transporting lottery ticket, advertisement, or 
prize list in interstate orforeign commerce; depositing these 
items with a common carrier for such transportation; receiv
ing these items knowing that they have been transported by 
such means. 
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Interstate Transportation of Gambling Devices 

Statutory Citation: 15 USC ~~ 1171 - 1180 (1951) 

Maximum Penalty: $5,000 fine and/or 2 years' imprisonment 

Violation: Transporting in interstate or foreign commerce 
any gambling device, subassembly, or essential part thereof 
where the recipient's use of such device is illegal. Where 
such activity affects interstate or foreign commerce, failure 
to register with the Attorney General and maintain certain 
records (this applies to manufacturers, repairers, recondi
tioners, buyers, sellers, lessors, lessees, and users) is 
also a violation. Manufacturers, reconditioners, and re
pairers are required to affix certain identifying data on the 
device and clearly mark and label packages containing these 
devices when they are shipped. 

Interstate Transmission of Wagering Information 

Statutory Citation: 18 USC §§ 1081, 1084, (1961) 

Maximum Penalty: $10, 000 fine and/or 2 years' imprisonment 

Violation: Use of a wire communication facility, by a person 
engaged in the business of gambling, to transmit in interstate 
or foreign commerce any wager, money, or credit resulting 
from a wager, or information assiS:ing in the Iiacing of a wager. 

Interstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeering 

Statutory Citation: 18 USC § 1952 (1961) 

Maximum Penalty: $10, OOOfine and/or 5 years' imprisonment 

Violation: Traveling in or using a facility of interstate or 
foreign commerce with the intent to promote, conduct, or 
facilitate any unlawful activity, including gambling, distribute 
its proceeds, or commit a crime of violence in furtherance 
of such activity. The subject must thereafter perform or 
attempt to perform such act. 
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Interstate Transportation of Wagering Paraphernalia 

Statutory Citation: 18 USC g 1953 (1961) 

Maximum Penalty: $10,000 fine and/or 5 years' imprisonment 

Violation: (Except a common carrier in the usual course of 
business) Knowingly carrying or sending in interstate or 
foreign commerce any record, paraphernalia, or device 
used or intended for use in illegal bookmaking or numbers 
wagering operations. 

Illegal Gambling Business 
(Syndicated Gambling) 

statutory Citation: 18 USC ~~ 1955, 1511 (1970) 

Maximum Penalty: $20,000 fine and/or 5 years' imprisonment 

Violation: Conducting, financing, managing, supervising, 
directing, or owning all or a part of an illegal gambling bus
iness (Section 1955). (Note: The gambling enterprise must 
be in violation of state or local law, employ at least five 
persons, and have gross revenue of $2, 000 or more in any 
one day or be in substantially continuous operati::m for more 
than thirty days.) Section 1511 is violated when an official 
or employee of a state or political subdivision conspires with 
a violator of Section 1955 to obstruct the enforcement of the 
state or local antigambling statute and thereafter performs 
some overt act to effect the object of the conspiracy. 

Remarks: Although this is a relatively new statute, its pro
visions have by and large been interpreted by the various 
circuit courts. As of the preparation of this monograph the 
following interpretations are presented for current under
standing of the Illegal Gambling Business statute: 

"Must. • • employ at least five persons!1 
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A mere bettor does not qualify. There 
are no clear decisions concerning an accommoda
tion bettor (i. e., a bettor who also passes along 
wagers from other people, but does not receive re
muneration for his services). Apparently the courts 
are looking for a person who receives a portion of 
the wagered dollar for his services whether he be 
on commission or salary. 

The courts are split on whether or not a 
de facto arrangement of coordination and coopera
tion between bookmakers can raise otherwise inde
pendent bookmaking operations into a single illegal 
gambling business. Excellent cases on this point 
are United States v. Bobo, 477 F. 2d 974 (1973) 
(4th Circuit) where the court found singleness of 
business with bookmakers in different cities who 
exchanged line information point spreads on basket
ball games) and layoff {wagers between bookmakers 
to balance their bets) and United States v. McHale, 
F. 2d (1974) (7th Circuit) where the court included 
in the "business" a defendant who sought exclusion 
on the ground that he was only a "layoff bettor. " 
In Bobo, the court stated (p. 989): 

" ... we note that illegal organizations 
must be, by their very nature, clandes
tine. They do not file articles of incor
poration, execute partnership agreements 
or provide written contracts for the perusal 
of government agents. Proof of their 
existence necessarily involves, to a great 
extent, the utilization of circumstantial 
evidence. " 

The court went on to sustain the jury f s 
finding that the "mutually advantageous association" 
constituted an illegal gambling business within the 
meaning of the statute even though, except for ex
change of line information and layoff wagers, the 
bookmakers were fully independent. 

In McHale, the court quoted approvingly 
from United States v. Becker (461 F. 2d 230, 232; 
2d Cir. 1972): 
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"Thus Congress' ir,:tent was to include 
all those who participate in the operation 
of a gambling business, regardless of how 
minor their roles and whether or not they 
are labelled agents, runners, independent 
contractors or the like, and to exclude only 
customers of the business. " 

and concluded that 

TlCertainly the layoff bettor is a more 
obvious target of § 1955 than runners, 
salesmen, clerks, and watchmen. " 

Appellate decisions rendered to date in
dicate that where the "more than 30 days" provision 
is relied upon the time period is part of the defi
nition of illegal gambling business and not a specific 
requirement as to the duration of individual partici
pation by persons involved in such business. 

"Conduct" 

Only one of the six enumerated activi
ties has received close scrutiny by the appellate 
courts. They have held that "conduct" does not 
imply managerial functions. Persons who engage 
in the business, such as salaried worlrers who 
merely man the phones, write down the wagers, 
are clearly "conducting" the business. 

"Gross Revenue" 

There need be no showing that the enter
prise actually made money or did in fact receive 
moneys due it. Courts have been satisfied with a 
showing that the stated value of total wagers re
ceived in one day was $2,000 or more. It has not 
yet been decided authoritatively whether or not lay
off wagers should. be deducted from gross wagers 
received. Although the issue has not yet become 
critical, the Bureau's gambling examiners have 
adopted the yardstick of measuring sports wagers 
by the least possible amount. HenCe in a football 
wager where the bettor risks the loss of $110 to 
win $100, the latter figure is chosen. In a base-
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ball wager of $500 on a line of 5 1/2 - 6 1/2, $500 
is the value of the wager even though the bettor 
choosing the favorite risks the loss of $650, and 
the bettor choosing the underdog could win $550. 
Courts have accepted the stated value figure even 
though the money might later have to be returned 
to the bettor (e. g., on a horse which is scratched 
from the race) or a commission deducted from the 
wager (e. g., numbers writers generally deduct 
their commission before turning in their receipts 
to the enterprise). 

"Substantially Continuous Operation" 

Interpretation is cependent upon the nature 
of the wagering enterprise. A bookmaker handling 
football wagers would be in substantially continuous 
operation even though he might not engage in book
making Tuesdays through Fridays, since the great 
preponderance of activity takes place on weekends 
and Monday evenings. 

Other Statutes: 

Bear in mind that removing or destroying gambling evidence 
to prevent its lawful seizure is a violation of 18 USC § 2232 (maximum 
of $2,000 fine and/or 1 year's imprisonment). Assault or resistance 
which opposes, prevents, impedes, or interfa~eswith the lawful confisca
tion of gambling evidence is a violation of 18 USC § 2231 (maximumof 
$5,000 and/or 3 year's imprisonment, or $10,000 and/or 10 years' im
prisonment if a deadly or dangerous weapon is used), 

Employment of Federal tax laws is a most important weapon 
against bookmakers. A bookmaker is required to pay a two percent 
Federal excise tax on wagers he accepts, payable monthly, with deduc
tions for layoff wagers made (provided he identifies the persons to whom 
he made layoff wagers). Any profits from such an enterprise are of 
course taxable as income. An occupational tax of $500 is imposed on 
persons accepting wagers. 
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THE WAGERING PROCESS 

The wagering process is shown infigure 1 beginning with the 
bettor seeking to place his wager with a bookmaker. This may be done 
directly on a person-to-person basis, directly or indirectly through the 
telephone, or through a middleman. 'The bookmaker is a broker who, 
for a fee (his vigorish, cut, percent, etc.), accepts wagers which he 
hopes will balance one another so that payoffs made to winning bettors 
can be paid from losing bettors! money with something left over for the 
bookmaker. 

Middlemen are persons who are not concerned with balancing 
wagers. They are salesmen or order takers who funnel bets to a book
maker in returnfor apercentage. They are known by many names such 
as "handbookll (generally applied to persons who accept horse race wagers 
for a percentage of the gross), "writer" (generally applied to persons 
who accept numbers wagers for a percentage of the gross plus a tip 
from winning bettors), and "sub-book" or "runner" (generally applied 
to persons who accept sports wagers for a percentage of the net profit~ 
Mostcommonly, these individuals are persons with ready access to the 
public: waitresses, bartenders, newspaper vendors, etc. 

Caution must be exercised when attempting to locate a book
maker through the telephone number he uses. A number of devices and 
procedures are available to conceal his true location. Among these are 
the "backstrap," "cheesebox," services and devices, and use of third 
parties. 

The Backstrap: an extension wire which enables him to move 
the phone to a new location. 

'The Cheesebox: an elec tronic device which is affixed between 
two telephone lines and enables incoming calls on one line (the number 
of which is known to the customers) to be transferred as outgoing calls 
on the second line (the number of which is known only to the bookmaker). 
From any phone whatsoever the bookmaker can call the second number 
and activate his cheesebox. 
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BETTOR 

BOOKMAKER 

Figure 1 

Writer 
Runner 

etc. 

The wagering process is shown with the bettor seeking to 
place his wager with a bookmaker. 
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Services and other devices: the bettor calls an answering 
service and leaves a number (frequently in code) where he may be 
reached. The bookmaker calls the service periodically, collects the 
messages, and telephones his customers. Certain areas of the country 
now have legitimate phone equipment which can be activated to forward 
telephone calls to a subsequent number automatically. There are also 
a number of devices which will record a telephone message and play it 
back when a proper playback signal is introduced on the line by the book
maker. 

Third parties: aperson (frequently an elderly individual with 
no prior criminal record) will be paid to make himself available during 
certain hours to record wagers placed by bettors. Periodically, from 
another location known only to the bookmaker, an incoming call by him 
will retrieve the collected wagers. 

'I he foregoing suggest that investigation of the suspected tele
phone site before raid time may pay handsome dividends. If electroniC 
devices are encountered the evidence may best be preserved by ascer
taining that the telephone lines are operating in the normal manner and 
then removing the device with its connections to the phone line intact. 

'IRE RAID 

The purpose of a gambling raid is to secure incriminating 
evidence. Success generally is in inverse proportion to the time re
quired to gain entry, hence investigative effort to determine beforehand 
what security measures are being employed and what destruction capac
ity exists will be well spent. 

Incriminating evidence falls into three general classifications; 
recorded wagers, account records and supporting paraphernalia. 

1. Recorded wagers 

This is the best evidence of bookmaking activity. With suf
ficient volume such records alone can meet the burden of proof. Even 
where only a very small volume is seized it is often possible, through 
techniques which will be discussed later, to prove that the wagers re
present bookmaking notations to the exclusion of records of a mere 
bettor. Frequently summaries of accepted wagers are found in a form 
which would indicate not only bookmaking, but the presence of a man
agerial level in the wagering enterprise. 
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During the raid, wagers may be received by telephone and in 
some instances bookmakers themselves will possess recordings of their 
phone conversations. Since both bettors and bookmakers will possess 
wager notations, it is essential to be able to recognize the bookmaker's 
records. In addition to the identity of the event (or number) wagered 
upon and the amount wagered, the bookmaker will generally record the 
identity of the bettor either by name or assigned code designation. 
Most distinguishing is the fact that the bookmaker will possess a larger 
volume of wager notations and these notations will contain repeated 
wagers (i. e. , the same horse, number, or "team appearing many times) 
and self-defeating wagers (e. g., wagers on both "A" and "B" at the 
same point spread when "A" and "B" are football teams playing each 
other.) Some wager records, such as tally sheets (i. e., documents 
containing a summary of an wagers accepted on a given team, horse, 
or number) are especially valuable since they are the exclusive product 
of bookmaking ac ti vity . 

2. Account records 

These will be records of amounts to be paid to the bettors or 
collected from them. Frequently the same names or code designations 
appear on the recorded wagers, offering some evidence of true identity. 
Occasionally, the recorded wagers pertaining to these financial records 
are found, in which case apositive identification of the financial records 
can be made. Without applicable recorded wagers or identical bettor 
identifiers, such financial records must be offered as typical of the 
type of records which a bookmaker maintains, but with the recognition 
that legitimate explanations may exist for their presence. 

3. Supporting paraphernalia 

Falling into this category are items which, for the most part, 
are possessed by bettors and bookmakers alike. Their value as evi
dence is not strong, but may lend :::lome strength where independent 
evidence of bookmaking exists. Examples are scratch sheets and the 
"Racing Form" in horserace bookmaking, dream books and cut cards 
in numbers operations (except where a large quantity of cut cards are 
found), and game schedules in sports bookmaking (except where tally 
notations are recorded on the schedule and these show multiple wagers 
on a team and self-defeating wagers). 
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Shown above is a Cheesebox which is used to transfer the 
bettors' incoming calls on one telephone line to another telephone line, 
the number for which is known only to the bookmaker. Using any tele
phone, the bookmaker can accept calls coming in on the first line. 
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Shown above is a typical blue box. This is a device which 
enables the user to make toll-free long distance phone calls. 
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SPORTS WAGERING 

From a gross dollar volume standpoint, sports wagering is 
the king of bookmaking. Unlike numbers and horse race wagering it 
caters primarily to the affluent. Small-time bettors may gain some 
participation through sports card wagering, but this amounts to only a 
minor portion of the sports bookmaking business, and such operations 
generally are not a part of big money, single-action bookmaking. In 
mechaniCS, administration, and profit margin, sports card businesses 
are quite similar to numbers wagering enterprises. 

As in other types of bookmaking, the sports bookmaker acts 
as a broker, bringing together money on both sides of a sports contest, 
hopefully in such a manner that the losers' money will be more than 
sufficient to cover payments to winners. In order to achieve an equality 
between the teams, one which the bookmaker hopes will attract like 
sums of money on each contestant, a 'handicapping 'process takes place. 

Football, Basketball, and Hockey 

In football, basketball, and hockey this handicapping is in the 
form of points which are subtracted from the favorite's score or added 
to the underdog's score for wagering purposes. For example, if the 
Washington Redskins are approximately one touchdown stronger than 
the New York Giants, the handicap (generally called "line, " "points," 
"spot, " or "spread ") will be 'Washington 7. " A bettor chOOSing Wash
ington would give seven points (i. e., Washington -7) and would win his 
wager only if Washington won the game by eight or mo:!;,e points. A 
bettor choosing New York (i. e., New York +7) would win his wagers- only 
if New York won the game or lost it by less than seven points. If the 
difference in the final score was seven points in favor of Washington, 
the wager would be void (commonly called "push," "tie, !I or "even") 
and no money would change hands. (Ties can be avoided by quoting the 
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line in half pOints). Example: Suppose the bookmaker holds $10, 000 
in wagers on each team. If the final score is Washington 10 New York 
7 the New York bettors win: 

Washington bettors: New York bettors: 
Wash. 10 No Yo 7 Actual score Wash. 10 No Yo 7 

- 7 +7 
3" 7 Betting score TO i4 

Sports wagers are almost always done on credit, therefore the book
mq.ker would cancel the debit of the New York bettors and credit them 
collectively with $10, 000. He would debit Washington bettors with 
$11, 000, the stated $10, 000 in wagers plus his commission (known as 
"vigorish," "cut, " "percent, " etc.) of ten percent on losing bets. From 
this $11, 000 he would use $10, 000 to credit the New York accounts and 
retain the $1, 000 as his profit. 

The condition of holding wagers which allows the bookmaker 
to achieve a profit regardless of the game's outcome is known as a 
"balanced book. " 

Suppose, however, that the bookmaker's line does not attract 
a similar amount of money on each team. 

Example: 

Washington 
($13, 000) 

New York 
($7, 000) 

_ Jdeal balance 

If Washington money wins, the bookmaker must payout 
$13, 000 while receiving only $'[,700, leaving a $5,300 shortage. On the 
other hand if New York money wins he need payout only $7, 000 while 
collecting $14,300, leaving a $7,300 surplus. Since the bookmaker, by 
virtue of the vigorish he charges, holds an 11-to-10 advantage over his 
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customers (for small wagers or in places lacking sophisticated bettors 
it is frequently 12-to-10, or 6-to- 5) he will probably survive over the 
long haul. But he must have either the financial ability to withstand 
large short-term losses or balance his book by other means. Many top 
bookmakers who have excellent financial resources at their disposal will 
ride out unbalanced books, especially where they have confidence in 
their ability to recognize a good point spread. Most bookmakers, how
ever, will attempt to balance their books by either or both of the fol
lowing means. 

Line changes: 

In the above example it is obvious that many bettors believe 
that WaShington is more than one touchdown stronger than New York, 
hence the bookmaker can make it less attractive for Washington money 
by moving the line, for example, from 7 to 7 1/2. The desired effect 
may be achieved and thereafter New York money is accepted at a much 
greater rate until the wagering stands as depicted below. 

Washin~ton 

13,000 at -7 

I 
I 

6,000 at -7 1/~r-

New York 

» 7,000 at +7 
""~ 

)- 12,000 at +7 1/2 

The bookmaker has achieved a balanced book moneywise, but not point
wise, at $19, 000 on each side. Provided the final difference in score 
is anything other than seven infavor of Washington, his line change will 
have achieved its purpose. If, however, the final score shows Wash
ington as a winner by seven points the original wagers (at Washington 
-7) will be "push" and the bookmaker will have to payoff the New York 
side at +7 1/2 to the tune of $12, 000 while receiving only $6,600 from 
the Washington side at -7 1/2. Too drastic a change in line can result 
in the bookmaker being "middled" (i. e., having to payoff the majority 
of both sides). For example, a line change from Washington 6 1/2 to 
Washington 7 1/2: 
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$10,000 at -61/2 

$4, 000 ~~ .: ~~ l_ 

New York 

; $3,000 at +6 1/2 
I -r-

$11,000 at +7 1/2 

If the final score should split (i. e., middle) the two point spreads (such 
as Washington 14 New York 7), the bookmaker would have to payout 
$10,000 to Washington at -6 1/2 and $11,000 to New York at +7 1/2 
while collecting only $4, 400fromWashington at -7 1/2 and $3,300 from 
New York at +6 1/2, an overall loss of $13,300. Line changes, there
fore, are not always successful. Some bookmakers will change their 
line as the wagering becomes unbalanced, others may do so only if they 
strongly suspect that the imbalance will work against them. In trying 
to ascertain if an imbalance represents a good risk, sophisticated book
makers arefar more interested in a wagerfrom a highly knowledgeable 
bettor, even though small, than an extra large wager from an unsophis
ticated bettor. 

Layoff: 

An alternative to changing the line is to la.y off the excess 
wagers held on one team so that the desired balance is achieved. The 
bookmaker does this simply by calling another bookmaker and placing 
a wager with him. In the fast moving world of sports bookmaking, lay
off channels are well established and may consist of an informal working 
relationship with other bookmakers possessing similar businesses or 
with bookmakers who speci.alize in handling layoff action. 

Line origin, devel.opment, and use: 

There are two types of line: wagering and nonwagering. An 
example of the latter would be the line of Jimmy "the Greek" Snyder 
which is published in many newspapers. This line is in whole points 
and is intended to represent the actual difference in strength between 
opposing teams. A wagering lin Ie , while of course quite similar, is 
primarily intended to attract approximately equal amounts of money on 
each contestant. Here we observe effective use of half points. There 
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is no such thing as a universal line in the bookmaking community. In 
football, an early line will be posted (usually on Tuesday) in the legal 
bookmaking establishments in Nevada (e. g., Churchill Downs Sports 
Book in Las Vegas) and quickly disseminated to the bookmaking com
munity. Using this as a starting point, regional lines will be developed 
to reflect local conditions. It is essential that a bookmaker have up-to
the-minute changes in line so that he can avoid being the victim of a 
sudden deluge of wagers which he cannot layoff a.t the same point spread. 

The bookmaker may obtain his line from a service such as 
J. K. Sports in California, or he may obtain it by consulting other book
makers. He will want to know not only the line, but also what games 
are "off the board" (no wagers being accepted on these games), "in the 
circle" (games upon which wagers should be accepted with caution), or 
subject to "stipulations" (e. g., R certain quarterback is able to play the 
game). By having access to several lines which are used by layoff 
sources the bookmaker may be able to take advantage of a discrepancy 
and, in effect, middle a difference between the line upon which he has 
accepted wagers from his bettors and the line he will use for layoff. 

For purposes of convenience the bookmaker may furnish his 
good customers with a printed schedule, commonly called a "sheet, " 
which will be used to record the line and changes to the line. The sheet 
makes it easier to furnish changes to the customer since the bookmaker 
need only refer to the applicable team by number. Some bookmakers 
also use the sheet number to record the wager, thus dispensing with 
the necessity of spelling out the name. 

Wager amounts: 

In sports wagering one frequently finds wager amounts stated 
in euphemistic terms. Most frequently used are the following: 

Two bits $ 25 

A half $ 50 

A dollar $100 

Two dollars, etco $200, etc 

A nickel $500 

A dime $i,OOO 
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In certain areas, other terms may be used, such as Htimes" 
("times" = $5, hence "ten times" is a wager for $50). Care should be 
taken not to assume the existence of euphemisms without an adequate 
basis. On written records it is usually discernible, especially when 
accounting notations are present. On telephone intercept material it 
will usually surface during a conversation where the bettor uses one 
term and the bookmaker confirms using the equivalent term. In some 
difficult cases the true meanings may be learned by taking all the wagers 
for one bettor, determining whether they won or lost, doing the neccesary 
accounting according to assumed values, and then comparing the result 
with the payor collect amount (frequently called ''bottom'' or "figure ") 
furnished the bettor on a subsequent day_ 

Set forth are examples of ways in which a $500 wager might 
be written on Washington, the favorite by 7 points: 

Wager types: 

W&~J\;"3f(J~-~ S"Oo 
W7Jt ~ -,.., rro Is-a et 
LVa$h - '1 '00 X 
vJaJ~ -'1 5'--

~9' -7 S-oo 

(showing the "vigorish") 

(where "times" terminology 
is used) 

(here identifying the team by 
its "sheet" number ) 

(Nickname used, together 
with the "vigorish" figure) 

Straight action (i. e., a wager on a single team) is the most 
common. 

Other types of wagers: 

Parlays: a single wager on two or more teams, all of which 
must winfor the bettor to collect. Usually the presence of such wagers 
is indicated by a bracket or other line joining two or more teams, as 
in the following: 
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Round-robins: wagers on three or more teams by taking all 
possible two-team parlays. For example: 

(This would be a $300 wager 
composedof $100 parlay wa
gers on Washington ani Pitts
burgh, Washington and San 
Diego, Pittsburgh and San 
Diego) 

Teasers (Doyles): parlay wagers in which the bettor may ob
tain a more favorable point spread, but will be paid less in the event 
that his wager wins. For inst2""1Ce, in the parlay wager shown above 
the bettor normally would win $250 for each $100 wagered. In a teaser 
he would normally win only $100 and might also be required to pay vig
orish:if he lost (here $110). A teaser bet, using the teams shown above 
for the parlay wager, might be written as 

reflecting the six-point tease on each team. 

Over and Under: wagers in which the bettor chooses a con
test and not an individual team, wagering that the sum of the scores of 
each team will be over or under the stated figure. The bookmaker may 
or may not charge money vigorish. In either case he will win wagers 
on both sides if the total score is exactly the line quoted. 

There are other types of wagers (e. g., "if" bets), but their 
occurrence is rare. 

Basketball wagers are functionally the same as football. 
Hockey wagers are of two general types: the point spread system using 
a split line, and the "over and under" type wager. In a split line a 
double quotation is made, for example Red Wings 1/2 - 1. This means 
that if you take the favorite Red Wings the line is 1!minus one \I and if 
you take their opponent it is "plus one-half." At the worst; the book
maker will win one side of the contest and lose the other. Hopefully, 
the whole-number point will turn out to be the actual difference and that 
side will be "push." The bookmaker will thus make no payments to 
bettors on that Side, but will collect all the wagers on the other side. 
Vigorish mayor may not be added to the losing side. 
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SPORTS CARD WAGERING 

The small-time bettor can get football action by playing sports 
cards suchas illustrated in figure 2. These are also called parlay cards, 
spot cards, pool cards, football cards, etc. Organization and admin
istratio:q. of these operations are similar to numbers wagering enter
prises except that there is no need for layoff. Most operations have their 
cards printed early in the week. Unless they fear substantial shifts of 

GRID TIME 2196 

3 TEAMS· 5 POINTS 7 TEAMS • _0 POINTS 
4 TEAMS· 10 POINTS 8 TEAMS'· 60 POINTS 
J TEAMS • 15 POINTS 9 TEAMS • 90 POINTS 
6 TEAMS • 25 POINTS 10 TEAMS· 150 POINTS 

9 OUT Of 10 - 20 POINTS 
TIES SCRATCH 

IN CASE Of TIES 
2 TEAMS - 3 POINTS 1 TEAM - 2 POIN1\ 

Gamot not played on scheduled dale are a scrot:h 

Saturday Septt'mber 26 

1 TENNESSEE 2 AUBURN +E 
3 TCU 4 WISCONSIN + 2 
5 CALIFORNIA 6 INDIANA + 3 
7 PITTSBURGH 8 BAYLOR + 3 
9 ALABAMA 10 flORIDA + 4 
11 GEO~GIA TECH 12 MIAMI (flA.) + 6 
13 DUKE 14 VIRGINIA + 7 
15 MISSOURI 16 AIR FORCE + 9 
17 NORTH CAROLINA 18 MARYLAND + 1 0 
19 GEORGIA 20 CLEMSON + 1 0 
21 LSU 22 RICE +13 
23 UCLA 24 NORTHWESTERN + 13 
25 NOTRE DAME 26 PURDUE + 14 
27 SOUTH CAROLINA 28 N. CAROLINA ST. + 14 
29 OKLAHOMA 30 OHEGON STATE +14 
31 SO. CAliFORNIA 32 IOWA +15 
33 STM~FORD 34 OREGON + 16 
35 NEBRASKA 36 ARMY +23 

Sunday, September 27 

37 PITT. STEElERS 38 DENVER BRONCOS +E 
39 CLEVE. 8ROWNS 40 SAN FRAN. 49'on + 1 
41 ST. LOUIS CARDS 42 WASH. REDSKINS + 2 
43 OAKLAND RAID·S. 44 SAN DIEGO CHAR. + 3 
45 GR. BAY PACK·S. 46 ATlANTA FALCONS + 7 
47 HOUSTON OILERS 48 MIAMI DOLP·S. + 8 
49 DAllAS COWBOYS 50 N. Y. GIANTS + 9 
51 CHICAGO BEARS 52 PHI LA. EAGLES +11 
53 N. Y. JETS 54 BOSTON PATRIOTS +11 
55 DETROIT LIONS 56 CINN. BENGALS + 14 
57 MINN. VIKINGS 58 NEW ORLEANS ST. -'-IS 
59 L. A. RAMS 60 BUFfALO BillS + 19 

9 • 26 & 27 • 1970 

N? 2496 
NO ................. 

NAME ........................................................ NO ................. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

This card is to be used as News Matter only 

Figure 2 
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line, card dissemination takes plR.ce by mid-week. The cards arefre
quently distributed by bars, barber shops, etc. Of the cards passed out 
to potential bettors proba.h1y no more than half will be returned. The 
completed wager stubs and the mon~y wagered will usually be collected 
Friday night or Saturday morning. Amolmts wagered are usually in the 
one to ten dollar region. The player selects a minimum of three teams 
(four on some cards) and indicates his choices by ~ircling the appropri
ate numbers on the bottom tear-off portion of the card. In the above 
card a player choosing the Detroit Lions would circle number 55. This 
choice would win only if the Lions won by more than 14 pOints (unlike 
single action, in sports cards ties lose). Likewise, a player choosing 
the Cincinnati Bengals would win only if that team won the game or lost 
by less than 14 points. The "ties lose" feature gives the operation, on 
a long-term basis, better than a 50-50 chance of coming out ahead in 
each contest. There is no a priori method for determining the prob
ability of ties, but the minimum long-term vigorish can easily be dem
onstrated. Taking the minimum wager - three teams - the following 
results may occur: 

1st choice 

win 

lose 

2nd choice 3rd choice 

-======== .. win 
win .. 

lose 

.....::::::::::::::::::::==win 10se_ 
lose 

_win 

--====::::::======_lose 

:

win 
lose--c:=:::::::::==== 

- -. lose 

It may be seen that of the eight possible outcomes only one 
pays off (i. e., win-win-win). On the average the operator will collect 
eight dollars and pay out five, leaving three dollars out of eight as gross 
profit. Payoffs are shown as "points" (e. g., 4 teams payoff at $10 for 
each dollar wagered). Potential minimum profits for this card are as 
follows: 
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Teams True odds Payoff Rate Percentage Profit 

3 8 for 1 5 for 1 37.5% 

4 16 for 1 10 for 1 37.5% 

5 32 for 1 15 for 1 53.1% 

6 64 for 1 25 for 1 60.9% 

7 128 for 1 40 for 1 68.7% 

8 256 for 1 60 for 1 76.6% 

9 512 for 1 90 for 1 82.4% 

10 1024 for 1 150 for 1 85.4% 

In order to encourage bettors to pick 10 games, a 
more favorable bet for the parlay card seller, a consola
tion payoff is frequently offered for correctly picking 9 
out of 10 games. This payoff is generally about $20 for each 
$1 wagered. ~xJben the "9 out of 10" bet is offered, the true 
odds, payoff rates, and profits for the 9 and 10 team bets 
are different than those shown in the above listing. 

Taking further advantage of the bettors, some op
erations are now using split points on certain contests. An 
example is in figure 3 where five of the contests, rated 
even, require the bettor on either side to give one point. 
The operation, at a minimum, stands to win not just half 
the time plus ties, but half the time plus ties plus one 
point on either side of a tie. 
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Games To Be Played - Nov. 13 and 14 
e ... ...,.. .. --, 

PRO FOOTBJ\Ll 

:1. St. Louis (TV) -1 2. San Diego -1 
3. Denver -1 4. Cincinnati -1 

5. Washington -1 6. Chicago -1 

7. Detroit 8. Los Angeles +6 

9. New England 10. Buffalo' +7 

11. Atlanta 12. N.Y. Giants +7 
13. ~,11nnesota 14. Green Bay +7 
15. Miami 16. Pittsburgh +10 
17. Baltimore 18. N. Y. Jets +13 
19. Kansas City 20. Cleveland +14 
21. Dallas 22. Philadelphia +14 

23. San Francisco 24. N~w Orlea05 +14 
25. Oakland 26. Houston +14 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

27. Georgia Tech -1 28. Florida St. -1 

29. Iowa -1 30, Indiana -1 

31. Army 32. Pittsburgh +3 

33. Cornell I'TV) 34. Dartmouth +3 

35. Georgia 36. Auburn +3 

37. Clemson 38. Maryland +7 

39. Ohio State 40. Northwestern +7 
41. Princeton 42. Yale +10 
43. Michig;m St. 44. Minnesota +14 
45. N. Cnrolina 46. Virr,inia +14 
47. Cotorado 48. Oklahoma St. +14 

49. Michigan 50. Purdue +17 

~.~ .. _ _____ ... ........... _ .................... .,...~ ....... ..t...-. 

, :2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1a 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2S 30 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 L~S 49 ~(} 

Games To Be Played. Nov. 13 an~ 14 

Figure 3 

All Selections ~!ust Win - Ties Lose 

You Must Play At Least (4) 1'eams 

4 teams .•• 10 for 1 
5 teams .. -. ]6 for 1 
6 teams .•• 26 for 1 
7 teams ..• 45 for 1 
8 teams .•. 70 for 1 
9 teams .•. 100 for 1 

10 teams. • 150 for-I 

THiS 'irCK"ei""Nirr-Y6-B Ii USn) 
iN VIOL.ATION OF ANY LAWS 

393778 

Name .. .,. .............. _ ... . 

Score~ .•.•.. No. of Teams •.•• 

393778 

The best evidence of bookmaking activity is possession of a 
quantity of completed bottom portions of cards. The stubs are often un
dated and in.. such cases.investigative effort will be needed to estabiish 
applicable dates. 
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BASEBALL 

In football, basketball, and hockey, handicapping takes the 
form of points added to the underdog or subtracted from the favorite for 
wagering purposes. Except in rare cases, handicapping in baseball is 
done by varying the amount of money which a bettor must put up to ob
tain a wager of a stated denomination. Thus, if the Pittsburgh Pirates 
are favored over the St. Louis Cardinals the line might be quoted as 
"Pirates 6 1/2 - 7 1/2, Briles 135 -- 145, " or simply "Pirates 7 1/2, 
Briles 145." The first quotation, 6 1/2 - 7 1/2, would be the "point" 
or "twenty-cent" line. Wager mechanics would be as follows: 

Wager on Pirates: Risk $7. 50 to win $5.00 

Wager on St. Louis: Risk $5.00 to win $6.50 

It will be seen that with a five dollar wager on each team the 
bookmaker will keep one dollar if the Cards win and break even if the 
Pirates win. This vigorish of one dollar (the difference between what 
he collects from the favorite and pays to the underdog) is the source of 
the bookmaker's profit. 

Just as in sports handicapped by point spreads, there is an 
area where the baseball bookmaker can achieve balance (i. e., make a 
profit regardless of which team wins). However, this is not so easy a 
matter to determine since it depends upon the precise line quoted. For 
the line given above, Pirates 6 1/2 - 7 1/2, the balance limits would be 
determined as follows: 

Maximum percentage of money on the Pirates 

x+ ~~}( =' loa 
7.)"0 

,,,.3")( :: 150 
)(:: ~ 01, 
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I~ 

I 

Maximum percentage of money on the Cards 

Y+ !._~2. V= 100 
r: OO 

I , ,S- Y:= S00 

V = '-13. 47~ '7. 
It follows that as long as the bookmaker retains between 

56 1/2% and 60% of his wager money on the favorite, he is in balance 
(the ideal balance would be approximately 58% of the wager money on 
the Pirates, where the bookmaker would win close to $3.50 per $100 in 
wagers regardless of which team won). 

The second line quoted above, Briles 135-145, is called the 
"pitchingH or "ten-cent" line and will culminate in a wager only if the 
named pitchers are the starters. The wager mechanics are as follows: 

Wager on Briles: Risk $145 to win $100 

Wager on other pitcher: Risk $100 to win $135 

On this line, the balance limits would be approximately 
57 1/2% and 59% on Briles. 

Added to the considerations t~,bove is the fact that there is no 
standard method of quoting the baseball line. For some the base is $5, 
for others $10 or $100. Thereafter variations may arise as to whether 
or not either or both the lay and take figures start with the base and/or 
end with it. Some examples of regional variations on the basic line 
quoted are set forth: 

Basic odds: 7 to 5 Pirates 

1. 6 1/2 - 7 1/2 (explained above) 

2. 135-145 (explained above) 

3. 7-8 ($10 to win $7 on favorite, $8 to win$10 on underdog) 

4. 2/3-13/10 ($15 to win $10 on favorite, $10 to win $13 on 
underdog) 

5. 5-3;5-6 ($5 to win $3 on favorite, $5 to win $6 on underdog) 
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From the above it may be seen that layoff wagers from one 
section of the country to another frequently involve communicationprob
lems (what system is the other party using?) and conversion problems 
(what are the applicable equivalents and how nearly do they conform with 
my balance limits ?). Use of a conversion chart is essential. 

With a low margin of potential profit, narrow and complex 
balance limits, and convertibility problems when dealing with distant 
bookmakers, it is small wonder that baseball bookmaking is for the stout 
of heart. 

Straight wagers may be written a number of ways. Some of 
the most common listed below: 

fl Y"afQ.s _; c/~ f 00 

-"fjrt/es -~qQ 
-a ,.., les ,&.I 5'" , 00 

Fo~fe,... ':10 tJ - ,."10 

CSf"'Js ty,o ~oo 
~ 

p. rates"2.!J , 5' 0 

Occasionally when a contest is so one-sided that a money line 
will not attract bettors, apoint-spread type of line is used. Also in a very 
few areas (e.g., Honolulu) a point-spread type line is used exclusively. 

Aside from straight wagers, the baseball bets may include 
over-and-under wagers and parlay wagers. Although baseball parlays 
may be computed, bookmakers almost always rely on a chart to deter
mine the payoff amounts. 

Just as in football, wager records of a baseball bookmaker 
may be distinguished from those of a mere bettor by the appearance of 
multiple wagers on the same team, self-defeating wagers (i. e. , wagers 
on both sides of the contest where, when the line is reduced to a com
mOn base, the vigorish is on the bookmaker's side), and the presence 
of bettors' names or coded identities." 
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ACCOUNT RECORDS 

The second category of evidence is financial records showing 
the bettors' balance figures. Sometimes these are totals only for a set 
period (such as a week); other times they may be running totals w.hich 
carryover the previous balance. Exclusive identification of SUGh re
cords is possible only when the wagers to which they pertain can be 
located. In some cases involving football or basketball accounts it is 
possible to demonstrate a "likelihood that such notations are related to 
wagering if there is a high incidence of figures which are multiples of 
11 on the collect side while the figures on the pay side are multiples of 
5. Since the wager records are frequently destroyed before the account 
records are seized, it is agood practice to keep a list of bettors' names 
or coded identities obtained during telephone intercept coverage or found 
on wager records at the time of a raid. 

In certain large metropolitan areas a bookmaker may have 
persons acting as his agents to pass out schedules, make payments, and 
collect moneys due. These persons go by such names as "runners" and 
their presence may be inferred from telephone conversations in which 
bettors identify themselves as, for instance, "George for 88" (i. e. , 
"George" the bettor, "88" the runner). 

SUPPORTING PARAPHERNALIA 

These are items which may be found with buokmakers or 
bettors. The most common is the sports schedule which lists each team 
of the contest and frequently its starting time. A single schedule or a 
few schedules do not, in themselves, provide evidence of bookmaking 
(unless used to assist in balancing wagers held by a bookmaker), but the 
presence of a large quantity is indicative of someone associated with a 
bookmaking activity. 

Other commonly fOll..l1d items are parlay charts or charts 
listing payoff amounts for parlay wagers. Though less frequently found 
with mere bettors than the schedules, they are not strong evidence of 
bookmaking. 

Occasionally voluminous material is encountered showing 
team or individual statistical data. While these may be possessed by a 
bookmaker they are more commonly associated with a handicapper (who 
mayor may not be a bookmaker) or a studious bettor. 
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There are many publications catering to the betting public, 
such as the "Gold Sheet, " which offer data or recommendations useful 
in wagering. These may be possessed by either a bookmaker or abettor. 

SUNDAY, OC"fOBER 7 
PrlOf'ESSIONAL FOOTBALL 

1 ::t 3 "' I" 

-8{-siN--F-RA'-NC'-ISC'-O-,~0-~e-r-s -J/-;-;-L-~+-r. ~_J~ _ 
_ 8_2 ~TlANTA FALCONS 1 I H+ 

83 PHILADELPHIA EAGLES I I I I 
84 BUFFALO BlLLS_ 12:00 IJlilf'i1 I I 
85 SAN DIEGO CHARGERS I I I I I 

12:00 "i I 
86 PITTSBURGH STEElERS If)'-~' I 1 

aiBALmAORE COL~~OD LJ._I I_L 
_J!.~}EW ~GLAN!.PAT~IOTS Ir ~ FI I 

89 CLEVELAND BRO~,~S 1._ J _-'_J--+-_
1 

90 CINCINNATI BENGAlS '-I I ~ ~ 1 I 
-111 GHEEN BAY PACKERS I I , I , 

92 NEW(YYORK GIANTS
u r I' 'rp-17 . r-T' -

93 MIAMI DOlPHIN~~~oo 1'4 '~~WJJ .. 
-~~ ~~fcA~~R!B~:J~----,h~ -1-++-
96 NEW ORl.EANS SA'IlHS I . " "-1'--'['" ["' 

1 :2 ::s 4 JC -I 
97 DENVER URONCO~,oo I I--I-r-l--j 
98 KANSAS CITY CHIEFS , ,-, I,ll LJ 

99T(iSANGELES-RAMS-'~ '-~ rl --I r-
100 HOUSTON OILERS"oo r--r'- T' "-1-'-

-'01 OAKLAND RAIDERS '11_ I .1 .. , I .1 , 
1:00 

102 ST. LOUIS CARDINALS I _J,-L_LJ __ , 
103 MINN~~~Jv~ VIKI~~~ ~ 1 ~L. 1.1.1. 

1104 DETRO'iT LiONS .... 1 I'LL 
MONDAY, OCi{Hn::~;: 8 

Figure 4 

Figure 4 shows a portion of a sports schedule of the type 
commonly possessed by bookmakers and their bettors. Numbering of 
the teams facilitates their location when giving out line changes and 
some bookmakers will use the team number when writing the wager. 
The first entry shows San Francisco playing Atlanta at 12 noon local 
time. The handwritten notations show the line and its changes. Here 
San Francisco started as a 4-point favorite, dropped to 3 1/2 points, 
and finally returned to 4 points. 
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THJ'.f·./H YOU 

Figure 5 

A typical wager slip written on a restaurant check is shown 
in Figure 5. "Ted" is the bettor and the wagers were received "10/7. " 
The first four wagers are straight bets for one thousand dollars each. 
The "11" represents inclusion of the vigorish and the "_" stands for 
$100, a fact easily demonstrated by reference to the accounting nota
tions at the bottom of the check. In this series of wagers the bettor 
lost his first wager and won the next three (the circled 1110" represents 
$1,000. The next wager is a $100 parlay on the Steelers and Dallas, a 
loss of $100, and the last wager is on Dallas for $2,000. The last wager 
was a loss and this $2, 200 is added to the $100 parlay loss and the 
$1, 100 Steelers loss to form the "-3400" at the bottom. The bettor's 
wins of $3,000 are subtracted and the overall figure is shown at the 
bottom, "-400," representing the amount due from bettor to the book-' 
maker. 
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74~' -/3'A 

17 :5"0-

Figure 6 

Figure 6 shows football wagers accepted on games covered 
by the schedule depicted in Figure 4. They have all the indicia of 
bookmaking: they contain bettor's names; there is multiple wagering 
on the same team at the same point spread (e. g., Atlanta and San 
Diego at three wagers each); there are self .. defeating wagers (i. e., in 
5 of 11 contests, wagers appear on each team); and the indication of 
layoff of $500 of "Steve's" $1,000 wager on Minnesota. Lines drawn 
through a wager indicate Itpush", a point spread which was the actual 
difference in scores. 
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Note the difference in the handwritten notations of this sched
ule shown in Figure 7 and the one containing line information in Figure 
4. The notations in Figure 7 would be consistent only with a bookmaker. 
Here the bookmaker is keeping a running account of the wagers he has 
accepted on each team. For instance, on the Dallas-Washington game 
he accepted wagers until he held $6, 100 on Washington and $5, 100 on 
Dallas. At that point he laid off $1,000 of Washington wagers to "J. V. " 
Thereafter he accepted $4, BOO more on Washington and $2, 000 on Dallas. 
Again he laid off, here $2,000 in Washington wagers to "J. V." Two 
last-minute wagers were received subsequent to his final layoff, but 
these did not adversely affect his balanced book. His final holdings 
were $B, 000 on Washington and $7, 300 on Dallas. He would make $30 
if Washington won and $1, 500 if Dalla~ won . 

. A financial record reflecting the status of the bettors' accou.nts 
is shown in figure B, This particular sheet pertains to sports wagers 
and the amounts owed by the bettors to the bookmaker are shown to the 
left of the names and the payments made by the bookmaker to the bettor 
for winning wagers are shown to the right of the names. A sheet such 
as this represents a large operation employing "runners" to handle 
groups of bettors. The encirclednumbers preceding each list of names 
represent the runners and the figure following the encircled number re
presents the overall amount which the runner must pay to or collect 
from the named customers. 

While such records establish the existence of persons actively 
engaged in the bookmaking enterprise (i. e., the ten runners) they can
not be used for the purpose of establishing the amounts wagered since 
there is no way to determine, without the presence of wagers to which 
these records pertain, whether the notations are for a single'wager or 
pertain to multiple wagers culminating in one overall payor collect 
figure. 

Some indication that these records pertain to football or basket
ball wagering may be shown by the fact that a considerable number of 
the "collect" figures are multiples of eleven and that all of the "pay" 
figures are multiples of five. 
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Figure 8 

A financial record reflecting status of bettors' accounts. 
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Baseball and horse race wagers are shown in Figure 9. To 
establish bookmaking in the baseball contests, pair opposing teams and 
see if vigorish is present. Three examples have been encircled. In the 
fIrst example it has been necessary to reduce the wagers to a common 
denominator. The favorite is listed first and the underdog last, except 
in the third example where there is an even contest with vigorish on 
both sides. 

Chicago 3 to 2 = 15 to 10 Minn 7 to 5 Kansas City 11 to 10 

Atlanta 10 to 13 Cleve 5 to 6 New York 11 to 10 

J .:5.. )(. 

a:d- 13)o ~ 
-------- -,,---

Figure 9 
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300 3'(5" ~ 

fl rr L; 7'f 300 

c.u&S 110 /00 LA-J L 'IiI - >00 

BAl.T' 12.0 100 e,O.sT L4o$ - .300 

wv/@ 
'It II. (j) 100 

Pt,IL @ 100 @ t8 @ 
[;'1 

G/IfITJ +2i /10 - 100 w '1 rT Lz..so - LDO 

@":'"1JV DeT Leo - Lto £V 

34L.T L ~"t) - ],00 

s. e--
GI AI rs I' 2.to.. 2..co 

(@e-
OIN< I '100 - 11'00 W B~l. T /('c /00 IZS' w 
SnLT LIZ. 0 - 100 YANJ( ~ (t?o - 1ft; S 
Sc1 (J) 100 tv 14 INN L 1'10 - 100 

S'd~ IDo W L4 d L Iv r - 10e> 

L /hi. L IbS . Ipo S~ 190 - 100 W 

cfV @ @(!EJ-
C.ALIF /00 - It{S Lv 

PI r r LILS - 100 

T::lis is another example of recorded baseball wagers. J'ust 
as in previous examples, the existence of bookmaking can be shown by 
taking opposing teams and noting the existence of vigorish. The en
circled teams show Pittsburgh playing st. Louis with the line: 

Pittsburgh 125 - 100 
St. Louis 100- 115 
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To illustrate how the chart works, take a parlay of two events 
such as a wager on a 7-to- 5 favorite and a 5-to-4 favorite. The first 
event is represented by the "5/7" figure in the left column and the sec
ond event by the "4/5" figure along the top row. The intersection of row 
and column shows the figure "3.086" which represents a payoff figure 
of $3.09 for each dollar wagered (including the one dollar originally 
wagered). 

Method of derivation: 

Original wager: 

7-to- 5 favorite = 5/7 of $1. 00 = 

Successful first event: 

5-to-4 favorite = 4/5 of $1. 7142 = 

Carryover of first portion 

Total winnings with original wager 
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II 

NUMBERS WAGERING 

At the opposite end of the economic spectrum from the sports 
bettor we find the vast number of persons who wager a small amount 
each day (except Sunday) in hope of gaining a coveted "hit" (i. e., their 
choice proves to be the day's winning number). To these people the 
legal lotteries are not appealing since, with rare exception, they can
not choose the precise number which their intuition tells them will hit. 
Mystique and superstition are the stock in trade of a numbers player, 
accounting for such common items as dream books and publications 
dealing with astrology and numerology. 

'We have seen that the sports bookmaker's profit comes from 
his vigorish (i. e., requiring the bettor to risk the loss of elevendollars 
in order to win ten dollars on a straight bet). In numbers, the vigorish 
is obtained by the operator's paying for hits at a rate which represents 
far less than the risk the bettor assumes. lOr instance, in a three-digit 
numbers bet the top payoff is generally $600 for a one dollar wager, 
yet the bettor's chance of winning is 1 in 1000. With such vast appeal 
and widespread participation, the large operator will have his wagers 
fairly well balanced among the 1000 possible numbers, therefore hits 
can be paid easily from the bettors' money leaving approximately 4fP!o 
gross profit (versus a theoretical 3 to 5% gross profit in sports book
making). This figure is deceptive, though, since a numbers enterprise 
employs far more persons per dollar wagered, incurs more adminis
tration expenses, and with its operatives more numerous and visible, 
risks more arrests and their accompanying costs. Most backers of 
numbers wagering businesses strive to achieve a net profit of about ten 
percent of moneys ·wagered. Experience has shown that seven or eight 
percent is a more realistic figure. 

~Nith a comfortable profit margin and good financial backing 
(frequently by organized crime) there is less need for a numbers busi
ness to operate interstate, a fact which was one of the prime moving 
factors behind the enactment of the Illegal Gambling Business statute. 
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More so than in sports or horse race bookmaking, numbers 
terminology, mechanics, and organizational structure show great vari
ety. Derivation of the winning number alone would consume a volume 
if any attempt were made to present it in a comprehensive manner. Set 
forth below is a general picture which will serve as a springboard for 
learning the precise operations and technology in a particular area. 

Organizational structure 

At the bottom of the hierarchial totem pole is the person who 
accepts wagers directly from the bettors. These are known as writers, 
runners, sellers, etc. , and generally are individuals with ready access 
to the public (e. g., elevator operators, shoeshine boys, newspaper 
vendors, bartenders, waitresses). Customarily they are paid a per
centage of the wagers they write (unlike sports bookmaking, numbers 
wagering is done on a cash basis), usually from fifteen to thirty per
cent, and frequently they are given a ten percent tip from bettors re
ceiving payment for hits. In only a very few places do writers furnish 
their customers with a written record of the wager. 

The numbers writer is strictly a salesman and assumes no 
financial burden for the numbers he writes. It is essential, therefore, 
that his wagers reach trusted hands before the winning number or any 
part of it is known. Sometimes this is done by telephone; other times 
the wager records (commonly known as work, action, business, etc.) 
are physically forwarded to a higher echelon by a pickup man (frequently 
a taxi driver, vending machine serviceman, etc.) 

In a small operation the wagers may go directly to the central 
processing office (commonly called the bank, clearinghouse, counting
house). More often, in large enterprises they are given to management's 
field representative (known as the field man, controller, etc.) who may 
be responsible for making a quick tally to determine the existence of any 
heavily played numbers which should be laid off. At such levels of op
eration onefrequentlyfinds c.harts consisting of 1,000 spaces numbered 
000 to 999 where tallies can be made for all wagers or only for certain 
wagers meeting a minimum dollar value. 

Near the top of the totem pole is the bank, the place where 
all transactions are handled. During the collection process the bank 
will be making decisions as to whether or not to layoff certain heavily 
played numbers. After the winning number is known the bank will me
ticulously process the paperwork to determine how much action has 
been written; how many hits are present and the controllers and/or 
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writers involved. Provision will be made for the payment of hits. Fre
quently, if the hits are small the payment will be made directly by the 
writer and deducted from the amount he owes the bank. In other cases, 
particularly large hits, payment will first be made to the writer by the 
bank or the controller. 

Numbers wagers produce a large volume of records, hence 
the bank will seldom keep the recorded wagers for much longer than a 
week. Some retention is necessary in case of claims arising by bettors 
or writers. Not infrequently a winning number may be missed by the 
bank's clerical personnel, resulting in a claim for an "overlook. " 

Behind the bank and at the top of the totem pole is the finan
cial backer who mayor may not be associated with the day-to-day op
erations. He will frequently provide the funds to furnish bond and legal 
counsel to employees who are arrested. 

Settlement with the writers may be on a daily basis, but more 
frequently it is done on a weekly basis. The bank will prepare a "tape" 
(i. e., adding machine tape showing the gross action written, deductions 
for the writer 1 s commission plus any payment for hits he has made from 
his own funds, and ending with the amount due from the writer to the 
bank) advising the writer how much to pay the collector, controller, or 
other person who represents the bank. 

Wagers 

There are three general numbers systems: a three-digit 
system based on 1,000 possible numbers, and two two-digit systems, 
one based upon 100 numbers and one based upon 78 numbers. 

Three- digit system: 

Here the bettor can choose any number from 000 to 999. He 
can play the number straight or all possible permutations of it (called 
a "boxed" or "combo" number). Unless otherwise stated he will play it 
for just that day, but he can also play the number for a longer period. 
"Weeklies tl and 'Ikeep-ins" are played for a week and the amounts shown 
should be multiplied by six. 
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IZ3·-'50 

11 '3 - '"S' Co' 0 

123 - So et° 
~ S" ... ,1."3 - '00 

(This is a straight bet for 509 on num
ber 123) 

(Here are several variations of how a 
boxed or combo wager on #123 may be 
written. Some writers record the a
mount of the total wager, some record 
the amount on each permutation). 

(Here are several variations showing a 
straight wager with a boxed or combo 
wager. Some enterprises include in the 
combo number an additional amount on 
the straight number; others apply the 
combo only to the remaining permuta
tions. Some recording systems indi
cate the type of wager by placement of 
the amount figure, such as the last ex
ample where the straight bet is to the 
right of the number wagered and the 
combo is to the left). 

In addition to a wager on the full number, bets can be made 
on portions, such as a single number (called "single action"). Here 
"leads" or "front action" are wagers on the first digit and ''back action" 
on the last digit. 

(Shown are a lead 3 and a back 8, each 
for 25~) 

Similarly, a bettor can place a wager on two of the three dig
its (commonly called "bleeder" or "bOlita"). The wager shown below 
is for $1. 00 on 4 as the first number and 7 as the second. 

Payments for single and double action are, of course, re
duced. Payment for a winning two- digit number is usually about 50 to 
60 for 1, and for single-digit wagering it is usually 7 or 8 for 1. 

The basic three-digit system can be adapted to offer other 
types of bets, but these are not common. In some areas (e. g., Boston) 
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afour-digit number is available, although the basic action is of the three
digit variety. The four-digit payoff is generally 3,600 or 3,500 for 1 
(a small return since the bettor's chance is one in 10, 000). Numbel's 
wagering systems like this offer a greater variety of wager types and 
the nature of a wager is frequently determined by the placement of the 
amount wagered figure. For instance, the recorded wager "5-10- 50 
1234 100-75-25-40" could indicate that "1234t1 was the four-digit num
ber wagered upon for $1. 00. Thefigures to the left of the wagerednum
ber would stand for 5~ on #23, 10~ on #12, and 50~ on #123. Thefigures 
to the right of the wagered number would stand for 1.00 on #1234, 75~ 
on #234, 2 5~ on a permutation of all four numbers (in some cases only 
three of the four numbers), and 40~ on #34. 

Two-digit system (100 base): 

Popular in the southeast, these systems provide more win
ners (the odds against the bettor are 100 for 1, rather than 1,000 for 
1), but the payoffs are reduced (generally 60 for 1). Single action is 
frequently available under these systems. 

Two- digit system (78 base): 

Believed to have originated in Chicago, these systems are 
known by various names such as "Chicago wheel" and "policy" and ex
istprimarily along Mississippi river towns, but have beenfound recently 
in cities in Alabama and Texas. These are generally neighborhood op
erations where the winning numbers are drawn in a lottery style. There 
are one or two drawings per day and there may. be as many as three 
subdrawings within each major drawing. With a multipliCity of avail
able wagers and payoff amounts these systems are the exception to the 
rule that numbers wagering is simple. Although there are variations 
within this basic system, the general starting point is that twelve win
ning numbers will be chosen. A bettor may wager 

A day number 

A flat 

A gig 

A horse 

A jack 
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a single number 

two numbers 

three numbers (this is 
the most common bet) 

four numbers 

five numbers 



All numbers chosen must be among the twelve drawn. In addition, 
where there are subdrawings, a bettor may wager that his choices will 
appear in each subdrawing (e. g., a "cross gig"). Payments for 1 
through 5 choices are usually 5, 30, 200, 400, and 2000 for 1. Taking 
the most common, the gig, the probability of winning is 

'~, J( '~1 I( '%7' ;: rS2.() ;;',qr, 

and the odds are 345.8 for 1, glvmg about the same gross profit as 
found in other types of numbers businesses. 

In addition to the basic wagers, the bettor may choose a "sad
dle" (any two choices of his gig bet will hit; therefore one gig contains 
three saddles), a "spider" (three gigs are written in a column. Gigs 
made by taking numbers from the rows and columns form a six- way 
spider, these and the two diagonals form an eight-way spider, and these 
plus the perimeter numbers - beginning in the center of the row or col
umn - form a twelve-way spider). There are also wagers by number 
and position, such as a "cap" where the numbers will be consecutively 
chosen, and a "grand cap" where they will be the first three chosen). 
The list continues with "combination, " "side, " and "stovepipe" wagers. 

Cut Numbers 

There are certain numbers which have no more likelihood 
of becoming hits than any other number; however, because of the fre
quency with which they are played they represent potentially large losses 
to the organization. These are designated "cut numbers" and receive 
a smaller payoff, frequently as little as one-half the usual amount. 
These numbers may be passed by word of mouth, but with increasing 
frequency the numbers enterprises are issuing, "cut cards" which ident
ify the numbers and state what payment will be made for a hit. Some 
cards have so many numbers, or advise that any "combination" (actually 
permutation) of the listed numbers is cut that the device is obviously a 
ruse to disguise a general lowering of payoffs. 
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Derivation of Winning Number 

Use of a drawing (such as in the Chicago Wheel) has already 
been noted. In some organizations the winning number is issued by 
proclamation from the enterprise itself, after examining its charts to 
make certain that it will not be hit too hard with that number. Other 
operations peg their winning number after aportion of the winning num
ber in a legal lottery. Use of an independent and well publicized number 
is the most popular and the most common. Three general sources are 
utilized: data from the financial pages, racetrack parimutuel handle 
figures, and racetrack parimutuel payoffs. Myriad mechanics exist; 
the examples set forth below are merely illustrative. In each case the 
betting public will, by word of mouth, be apprised of the source and 
mechanics for determining the winning number. 

Financial pages: 
New York Stock Exchange 

Issues advanced 287 
Issues declined 693 
Issues unchanged 140 

New York Bond Sales 
$13,270,000 

U. S. Treasury Balance 
$3,726,542,753.57 

Parimutuel handle: 
Aqueduct $5, 187,294 

Parimutuel results: 
Laurel 

3rd race 
Mary B 9.20 
Charger n 
Evil Eye 

5th race 
Sid 4.80 
Big Jim 
Attaboy 

7th race 
G Man 3.60 
Mac In 
Mamma's Boy 
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Winning number 730 

Winning number 327 (Last 4 
numbers are always zero) 

Winning number 753 

Winning number 294 

6.40 3.80 } 19.40 
4.60 3.40 = 8.00 

3.60 3.60 
31.00 

3.20 2.60} 10.60 
6.20 4.00 = 10.20 

3.40 3.40 
24.20 

2.80 2.20} 8.60 
5.60 3.60 = 9.20 

6.00 6.00 
23.80 

Winning number is 143 

- -- ----
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Wager Records 

These may be easily recognized at the first echelon as con
sisting of wagered numbers followed by the amounts wagered. Our in
vestigative processes are such that raids usually take place above the 
mere writer level. These records will probably not contain bettors' 
names; the identities found will be those of writers. Individual wager 
slips, frequently bundled or enclosed in an envelope, may be found. 
Long lists of numbers wagers are common, particularly where wager 
communications from writers to controllers or the bank are made by 
telephone. At an organizational level above the writer, one frequently 
encounters charted numbers (i. e., all wagers or only wagers above a 
certain monetary value arranged numerically on a chart so that layoff 
decisions may be made). 

Financial Records 

Typical records will be lists of writers and their balances, 
and adding machine tapes showing the writers' gross action, and com
putations used to determine the net amount due the bank. 

Paraphernalia 

A numbers operation involves considerable clerical proces
sing of voluminous records. General office supplies such as pencils, 
paper, envelopes, and particularly adding machines will be found. Also 
frequently encountered are blank chart forms and large quantities of cut 
cards. Dream books and similar publications may be found and are 
used in attempting to anticipate what number might be heavily played in 
the event of some especially newsworthy event. 
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R~resent,ative wager slips from a three-digit nunbel's system. 
Two slips are very;characteristic of those executed by a writer. The 
slip at the bottom right mightpossihly have been written by the bettor 

. ,I . 

himself and then given ':to t.he wrifer .r;rhe pr:~mary consideration of 
whether. or not the slip represents the work p~oduct of a writer is the 
number of wagers. Also ,to be ,considel~if.;:d arJ\the variety of wagers, 
repeatedwagex's, elc. ';.- In the \S~.ip at the l}pJtom right the "R" indicates 
a comtiirlation wager on the refuaining per'rr:l.Utations of the stated number 
(e. g. 11'239-10 R. 5t~i,s 109 on239 ;;md 5~ bn29S, 3::~9, 392, 923, and 932). 
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8 
Shown above is a numbers wager slip for a two-digit numbers 

system. The uniform appearance suggests that the writer is taking the 
wagers over the telephone. The persons whose names are listed above 
each series of wagers are probably waitresses or similar persons who 
are passing wagers given to them by their customers. Most of the 
wagers are in numerical order, suggesting that an arranging process is 
performed by these individuals as an aid to the writer receiving these 
wagers. Note that single-digit action is present and also that the gross 
action is noted at the end of each series and also recorded at the right 
side of the slip. 
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Shown above is a wager slip written on a two- digit numbers 
system. of the "Chicago WheePI variety. The °280" at the top right 
signifies the number of the drawing. The "1" at the top left is probably 
the route number. The "50" at the bottom right is the total value of the 
wagers written on the slip. Recorded on this slip are two gig wagers, 
each for twenty cents and each gig wager cross gigged for five cents. 
In a cross gig the bettor wagers that the three numbers he selected will 
appear in each subdrawing. 
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Shown above is a "Result Slip" for a two-digit numbers system 
based on the Chicago Wheel principle. These are issued by the Organ
ization to apprise the bettors of the winning numbers for a particular 
drawing. 

The slip shown above lists the class and the numbers of each 
draWing, 720 and 739; the "PM" in the center indicates that it is an 
afternoon drawing. The "OUT" is generally a space reserved for listing 
numbers routes which have not turned in their wagers by the time of the 
drawing and hence all wagers written by writers on these routes are in
valid. This particular slip shows two drawings each containing twelve 
numbers. 
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Above is shown a portion of a c hart used by a number s wagering 
enterprise tofollow incoming wagers on all possible numbers from 000 
through 999. Information contained on this chart will be usea. as the 
basis for making any necessary layoffs. 
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·00 T 

623.75 
148.50 
167.25 
165.00 
223.80 
210.40 

1,538.70 T 

153.87 
153.87 
15.38 
15.38 
15.38 
15.38 
15.38 

384.64 T 

1,538.70 
384.64 -

1,154.06 T 

1,154.06 
450.00 -
704.06 T 

Gross wagers written, Monday through 
Saturday. Note the large Monday fig
ure, the result cf weekly wagers which, 
for accounting purposes, are counted 
with Monday's action. 

Computing the writer's 25% commis
sion. The calculating machine can 
only add and subtract, therefore the 

. 25% figure is obtained by moving the 
decimal point to ~et 10% + 10% + 1% + 
1% + 1% + 1% + life. 

Gross action less writer's commis
sion. 

Gross, less commission, less pay
ment for 759 in hits (@ 600 for 1) 
made from the writer's funds. Final 
figure is net amount due the bank. 

Depicted above is a typical adding machine tape prepared by 
a numbers enterprise to inform the writer, X-12, that he owes the bank 
$704.06 and to furnish the calculations used to obtain this figure. 
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Shown above is a financial record reflecting the accounts of 
numbers writers handled by controller "H". The daily wagers for each 
writer are listed and a total figure obtained. Thereafter the weekly 
numbers from writers "H" and "H13" are added to obtain the gross value 
of wagers written that day. A 35% deduction is then made (probably 
representing the commission of the writers and the controller) and this 
figure is then added to the previous balance to obtain the overall money 
due the bank. 

Another common form in which these records are found con
sists of a list of names or coded identities followed by running account 
figures (i. e., daily totals whichare crossed out when figures for a sub
sequent day are entered. ) 
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:J.L/3- 403ft; I]..' 00 X - 3 
~d-.~ - 19 J ~ (;..; 0'-/ '/.-'1 
~t.f 3 - "J.. 7 0 3 /7-: 08 Y,-? 
(4).-LI9'11 /J.:/'J... X-g 
S'J.7- ffoo 7 j":J.: :I- 0 X-to 
9J,.o - ;)..1 b 3 / -;':"d...5 R-14 
979- j~J"J,. P:35 !?-/9 
S;;tS ~ bS41 p.: t.f 0 R-~o 
S?-?- 7bGt /'l-: 45" ~-d.1 
~ J. 7 ~ OD;;to /J..:So /1- f 
S -;..3- Lj 13 b j:J.::'-s /l-;J,. 
(pg-L/ _ 8").7/ /: 05' A -3 
39"J. - 9Lfst /;/0 ;9 -l( 

9;;'0 - b33;)' /.'/5" /1- b 
;;1.43- IJ-f9 ;: '8-0 /1-7 
SS8- 18b£{ /; ~s 7.J9: 
:;2 35 - I d. 33 ;".30 ~cd/~ 

;;L 3S - 3'-/5« /.'Ljo T-/ 
;;;Z ~5 . 9t./7/ /.'50 T- 3 
7 ').0 - ;;;. 8'/0 I:SS- r- ,( 
97'/ - 130 ;1., ;:;1...'00 T-? 
ttf/ - J"l.ICjf/ j.:os T-9 
6f,/- 6;;z.r9 ~;(O '1~~ • 

;;.. 3 S-- '3 C; 00 ~:I5' C. ~ ::< 3S - 3 r'7f 

S;}..1- b 77( J..:;;z.o e -I 
S:;..S- OC;3~ :l-.';1, S C-C;Z 

Depicted above is a sheet setting forth the code designations 
for numbers writers and the telephone number at which they may be 
reached. The center column sets forth times which may be either the 
time when the numbers operation phones the writers to obtain their 
wagers or the times when the writers are supposed to phone in their 
wagers. 
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I 

III 
HORSE RACE WAGERING 

Although the oldest of the major bookmaldng activities, horse 
race wagering today ranks behind sports andnumbHrs wagering in terms 
of illegal activity. The typical bettor is middle age or beyond and wa
gers amounts from two to ten dollars per selection. 

Information as to the horses which are running on a given day 
may be obtained from a local newspaper, a "scratch sheet" (such as the 
"Armstrong Daily News Review, It "Turf and Sports Mirror, " or "Illinois 
Sports Journal"), or the "Daily Racing Form. II Voluminous data is 
available in the "Daily Racing Form" and the scratch sheets provide 
information on the time and nature of each race, the jockeys, the post 
positions, the weights carried, the probable odds, and the handicapper's 
estimate of the horses' finishing position. This data, especially that in 
the scratch sheet, is the basic information needed by the bookmaker in 
handling his wagers. 

Payoffs at the track are, except where a bookmaker's limits 
are reached, the basis for the bookmaker's payoffs. His vigorish is 
obtained- in this manner: before the track makes a payoff under the 
parimutuel system (in which the track acts as a broker to pay the win
ners from moneys it collects from the losers) it deducts for taxes and 
its operational expenses. The bookmaker, by keeping his wagers 
roughly equal to the track's, percentage-wise, realizes his profit from 
that portion which, at the track, goes to expenses and taxes. Since this 
deduction is generally from fifteen to twenty percent, there is comfort
able room for maneuvering. When the bookmaker has too much money 
on a horse, vis-a-vis the track, he lays off the excess. This layoff 
process continues wherever lack of balance exists until it reaches the 
top layoff operations which have their agents stationed near major 
tracks. Upon being given their orders they make an ultimate layoff by 
placing large wagers at the track's parimutuel window. In the event 
that the wager is a winning one, money to assist in making payoffs 
comes from track winnings. Also, by placing large wagers at the track 
the track's potential payof~ and consequently the bookmaker's., is reduced. 
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The bookmaker cannot, of course, know precisely what per
centage of money will be wagered on each horse at the track; however, 
information supplied by the scratch sheet or the "Daily Racing Form" 
is generally an acceptable guide and, in the event of a high track pay
ment, the bookmaker invokes his limits (generally 15 to 1 or 20 to 1 for 
a "win" bet, 6 to 1 or 8 to 1 for a "place" bet, 3 to 1 or 4 to 1 for a 
"show" bet, and 50 to 1 for two- horse events such as the "daily double "). 

Wagers 

Shown below are the common wagers together with ways in 
which they may be recorded by a bookmaker. The bookmaker will gen
erally record the bettor's identity, the racetrack, the identity of the 
horse, the type of wager and the amount of the wager. The name of the 
track is almost always abbreviated (either by name or location). The 
identity of the horse may be written out fully or :represented by its post 
position number or the handicapper's number as found on the scratch 
sheet. 

Win - choose the horse which will finish first. 

(First race, New York (e. g., 
Aqueduct), $2 to win on Joey 
Boy) (Sixth race, Laurel horse 
with post position or handicap 
number 8, $5 to win) 

Place - choose the horse which will finish first or second. 

tI GS ,utU..tf!#1Nf X-IO- ')( (Fourth race, Gulfstream, $10 
to place on Mary Mary) 

Show - choose the horse which will finish first, second or third. 

(Ninth race, Santa A;nita, horse 
#6, $5 to show) 

Combo (Across-the- Board) - a single bet encompassing equal 
amounts for win, place, and show. 
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(Sixth race, Bowie, horse #2, 
$2 to win, $2 to place, $2 to 
show) 
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Daily Double - choose the winners of the first and second races. 

FG ~ 1)1> /0 (Fair Grounds, horse #6 in first 
race, horse #4 in second race, 
$10 daily double) 

Twin Double - choose the winners of four specified races. 

(Oaklawn, horses 4, 1, 6, and 
12 in the specified races, $10 
twin double. Note, a bookmaker 
will probably be reluctant to 
accept such a wager) 

Quinella - choose the horses which will Hnish first and sec
ond in a single specified race (it is not necessary to indicate which will 
finish first and which second). 

(6th race, Arlington Park, hor
ses 3 and 7, $2 Quinella) 

Exacta (Perfecta) - same as Quinella except that one must 
designate which horse will finish first and which will finish second. 

(5th race, Fort Erie, horse #2 
to finish first, #8 to finish sec
ond, $10 exacta) 

Trizacta (Trifecta) - choose the horses which will finish first, 
second, and third in a single specifit::d race. The precise order must 
be given. The manner of recording is similar to Perfecta. The book
maker will be reluctant to accept these wagers since they represent a 
very large potential payoff and the customer would likely be most un
satisfied with the bookmaker's limits. 

Superfecta - like a trizacta, only choosing four horses. 

Wheel - in any two-horse event (e. g., daily double, exacta, 
perfecta, quinella) choose one horse which is paired with every horse 
in the remaining part of the event. 
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(Monmouth Park, daily double, 
horse #6 in the second race with 
each horse inthefirstrace, $5. 
If there are twelve horses in the 
first race this would be a$60 bet) 



The wagers shown above may be found at a track, with the 
possible exception of the wheel. The wheel, although generally not an 
official wager, is available by requesting the ticket agent to "wheel it. " 
He will hold the button representing the bettor's one stated choice and 
then punch out the necessary tickets to complete the wheel. 

Thefollowing wagers are not found at the track and are avail
able only through a bookmaker. 

Parlay - choose two or more horses in as many races (can 
be the same or different tracks) to finish as specified. The wager is 
lost entirely unless both horses finish as chosen. 

($5 parlay to win on the named 
horses in the stated races) If 
one horse won and paid $6.40 
and the 0 the r won and paid $ 5. 80 
the bettor would collect 
6.40 x 5.80 X l = $46.40 

2 2 

Round Robin (Birdcage) - a wager on all possible two-horse 
parlays from three or more horses. 

,.. ~aMf 3 
I ~ 7 
~ ~~ 
L/ 5~~ &/ 

(This would be a $12 bet com
posed of six two-horse parlays 
at $2 to win each. The parlays, 
by horse #: 

3 with 7 
3 with 2 
3 with 4 
7 with 2 
7 with 4 
2 with 4 

If horses 3, 7, and 4 won, the 
1st, 3rd, and 5th parlays would 
produce payoffs and the remain
ing three parlays would lose) 

If (Come) - choose one horse to finish as specified. 
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If that event occurs then a stated amount is placed on a sec
ond horse to finish as specified. Unlike a parlay, the bettor can, if the 
first wager wins, collect even if the second horse fails to finish as speci
fied. 

(Fourth race Fair Grounds, 
Angel IT, $2 to win. If that horse 
wins, then $4 to place on Mike, 
2nd race, Saratoga. If Angel 
ITwon and paid $5.80, $4 would 
go on Mike and $1. 80 would be 
credited to the bettor) 

If and Reverse - same as an "if" bet, with an additional wager 
involving the same type wagers and amounts, but with the order of the 
horses reversed. 

(First part same as above wag
ger. Second part is $2 to win 
on Mike, 2nd race Saratoga; if 
he wins then $4 to place on Angel 
II) 

Whipsaw - choose three horses to finish as specified. If any 
horse so finished, then par lay the remaining two horses for the same 
amount and type of wager. 

'1 
G 
1 

($2 to win on the three horses 
individually. If horse #9 wins, 
then a $2 win parlay on horses 
#6 and #3, etc. The wager wouli 
cost the bettor $6) 

Other terminology 

Time bet - a wager of any type placed shortly before the an
ticipated time of the race. The time the bet is received is noted and if 
the race was off before that time there is no wager. 

Past Posting - The ability to place a bet where the bettor 
knows the outcome of the race but the bookmaker does not. 
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Scratch - The horse fails to run, in which case the bet is off. 
If two or more horses are involved and the bettor requests "action" then 
the wager is on for the remaining horse or horses (e. g., horses A and 
B parlayed for $2 to win. If A is scratched, a straight $2-to-win wager 
goes on B). 

Account Records 

These, like the other account records previously discussed 
will consist of bettors I names or coded identities with amounts owed to 
the bettor or due the bookmaker. Unless the wagers to which they per
tain are available there is no way to effect exclusive identification. 

Supporting Paraphernalia 

A scratch sheet will commonly be found, a "Daily Racing 
Form" less frequently. Their value as evidence is dependent upon the 
existence of other materials, notably wager records. Frequently these 
publications will have race results handwritten thereon. This will most 
frequently appear as columns of six numbers, all of which are multiples 
of 209 (e. g., 8.6, 4.2, 3.0, 5.6, 2.8, 2.2, for $8.60, 4.20, and 3.00 
on the Winner, $5.60 and 2.80 on the second horse, and $2.20 on the 
third horse). 

Also found occasionally are parlay manuals which list pay
offs for various possible winning two- horse parlays. Generally these 
are not possessed by a mere bettor. Like sports wagering, there are 
many publications touting horses or setting forth systems for determin
ing winning horses. These publications have little value as bookmaking 
evidence. 
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, ..... 1> .... ,1 •• · ... .. '., ..... ,., . : ::.~:: ,.:,..:~:' .... 

Shown above are representative scratch sheets seized as evid
ence- tn caseS from various parts of the country. Such publications are 
used 'by bookmakers as handy reference data on the horses running at 
the five or six tracks covered by the sheet. 
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The scratch sheet is the basic working 
document possessed l:¥ a bockmaker andfurniffie!3 
him the data he needs in accepting wagers on 
the tracks of greatest interest to his bettors. 
Reproduced in figure 10 is a portion of a scratch 
sheet page which shows the sort of data the book
maker needs in handling his action. Underneath 
the name of the track are set forth the identities 
of the special races and the condition of the 
track. For each race, there is shown the length, 
the classification of horses running and the post 
time. There follows a list of the horses entered 
in this race. The first column is the handicap 
number (where the handicapper believes the 
horse will finish), the name of the horse, its 
post position, where it finished the last time it 
ran) the weight it carries, the probable track 
odds, and the identity of the jockey. 

At the bottom of each listing are set 
forth the horses which have been scratched (i. e., 
will not run the race). 

Note in the third race the "a" pre
ceding the names of horses "Pleasure Chest" 
and ItKauai Quill." This indicates that these 
horses are coupled for racing purposes, which 
means that if one horse finishes in the money, 
persons wagering on the other horse will receive 
the same payoff as if they had wagered on the 
horse with which it is coupled. 

To the bookmaker, perhaps the most 
useful figure is the probable odds. In the fourth 
race, Pete Fox has odds of 1 to 1, meaning that 
the handicapper rates this horse as an even 
money favorite. Taking the listed odds (1-1, 
6-5, 6-1, 15-1 and 30-1) these would translate 

EOW~E (NARY1AND) 
$ep(. 10 to oct. 2tl (36 days> D.D.-1st·2nd Races 
EX.\'CTA THlRD. FEFTH SEVENTH and NINTH 

BOWJE-l ~bLE. STRETCH-1.150 FEET 
r.LOUOY AND FA:iT 

Official J¢~kQYs and Post Positions . 
. ; LeADING JOCKEYS AT CURRENT MEETING 

Bl.'llCclale. V Hawley,S' Hartack, W 
1 B0-6 F. 3- & 4-y-o. Mdns. $5,C100 cr •• 1:00 

. Last 
Ii.N. PP out '.Nt, Odds Jodcey 
2 VjUiers Lad-L- x :I n 118 5-Z Brncciale, V 
" Gr'3ek Lad 11' 8 lUI 4.-1 Mahon. G 
6 ALtom'y'sDarling d 6 11S 6-1 Hinojosa, H 
7 Cool Biscuit 6 9 115 8-1. :Passmore, \V 

, 8 Turning Shy 10.:; 111 t(}-l Cooke, C . 
. 9 SatJyRosenhouse:l:' 5-. 115 10-! Belville, E 

. lQ Great T'.Jne =l* . 12 ' lIS 10-1 Lee~ T " 
11 Swep.t Robert . 1 4 118 15-l;" ShUK. N .. 
l'ltHall Arlstocrat.:2 4i 111 1:5-1 ?rfaguire. T . 
13 Regal Bronze . 9 8 118 15-11 Barnes, T '.' 
15 Dtlnset 7 ~.1l.S :ro-1 Nicholson. C· 
17 Debnetod 15 1-1- 118 20.-], Feliclano.P·· 
:3L1NK5RS ON-Sweet Robert . 

l'BarollJet,j,x 16 6113 ' SCRATCHED 
3 Sabie Island' ." 13 5 118 SCRATCHED 
5 Our Breeze • 17 4 115 SCRATCHED 

14 Charlie Do 1- ' '·.,',,5 l1ll"SCRATCHED ",. 
16 Rare EifQ~t 14 to 118 SCRATCHED' 
13tHundr'dDegr.eeOJ. 18 .. 7'1()8" .SCRATCHED:·~ 

:',' ... :" ~ '. . ".: 
.' .... '1. ., ' .. 

:2 Bo-l-h- M., 3-year.olds. Claiming. 1:25 
:I :\1axi.Mini ® .Jr 3 1 114 2-1 Bracciale. V . 
4 Double Nerve 1;l 112 4-1 Belville, E 
S'K!nwolds Pride' B 2" 107 . 5-1 McHargue, D 
6 RLxeyville 7 .5 112 S-l Stovall. R 
7 Pinhead '- 2 8 Ql2 10-1 Feliciano. B 
8 Amberlove·"v· 9 t 114 15-1 Howard.·,R 
9 David's Lord'x lD.1 112 20-1 Agnello. A-

10 ~looreroom x 4 4 112 B-1 CUsimano, G 
11 Lit .. Hill x S I) 112 20-1 Cooke .. C 
12 Reason ,Yhy 11' 8 112 30-1 lHcCarron, G 

l'Plnln Crosax 13 9107 SCRATCHED 
2 Ten The World x 12 1 120 SCRATCHED 

13+J)ivot Asphodel 6.1D 105' SCRATCHED" 

360-6 F. 2·yr-olds. FilHes.Maidens~ 1:55 
$11 ,500-9;500 Claiming . ' 

1 Cautious :'rlill ,j, . 11 3 U9 3-1 Cllimano, G' 
2 Spark of Flame 'v 2 5 119 5-1 Howard R 
a'Hail De Ville ,j, 5 8 112 4-11 McHargue. D 
4 Boid Regena"v lD 4i 119 6-1 Kotenko. R.. 
S Aceinambitton..v 9 9 l.j~ . 8-1 Nicholson. C 
& D'rkBr'wnDi'In'nd 4 119 10.;11 mnojosa. H' 
9 HOMY l\lint >~~ .' 7 ~ 119 10-1 Grove. P .. ' 

10 AmY'Brook~:< 12 J.17 10-1 Wright,D'R 
l'1a-Plaasure Chest 14 4 1I9·J.O-t Beiv:!lle.E M: 
13a-Kaua! Quill .. , 1 4 119 lO-l Feliciano. B 
IS Hastyhe.rst '" a ·4 119 20-1 Moreno. 0 
16 Hail Tennesee '" 6 5" 117 21)-1 Vasquez, G .' 
BLINKERS' OFF-Hail' ce.- Ville. • 

6 LadyDunce"v 13 7119 SCRATCHED 
7 i\Iay DayQu~en,j, 16 10 119 ' S(,RATCHED·. 

11 ':\Ialay Maid ~~ 17 ,119 SCRATCHED 
14 Brandy Mist"v • 3 3 119 SCRATCHED 
17 Erin O'C'onnell,j; 1\i9 118 . ,SCRATCHED 

a,Col1ple'd Kaual Quill and Pleal\ure Ches~ 

• t. ,: 

480-6 F. 2-year·olds. Allowances,' 2:25 
1 Pate Fox ®:c 1 .. 1 114 ,1~1 Cusimano. G 
2 Key To The Gun@ 4 1 114; 6-5 Bracciale. V 
3 Orltani 6 2 1'14 6-1 Hartack. W 
5 YoreU,!iss 2 B l1Jl 15-11 Romaine, R 
6tlJon Struck.. a 9 lG7 30-1 Graham. S 
4 Gross' 5 12 114 SCRATCHED' 

Figure 10 

into percentages of 50,45.45,14.29, 6. 25and3.23whichindicateprob
able payoffs to win of $4.00, $4.40, $14.00, $32.00 and $62.00. It 
will be noted that these percentages total approximately 120 percent 
rather than 100 percent. This is because the track's percentage has 
been figured into the odds. The bookmaker will attempt to keep the 
percentage of money on these horses in approximately proportional 
equal amounts. With these figures, converting the percentages to a 
base of 100 percent, would mean that the bookmaker should attempt to 
retain approximately 42 percent of his money on the first horse, 38 per
cent on the second horse, 12 percent on the third, 5 percent on the fourth 
and 3 percent on the fifth. 
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. SUFFOl.K' DOWNS 
Cleu altd Fait 

lS:r'-i Fllrt~ , "TIme, 1:15, OH. 1:32 
..Bow Hoo)(D l\bade- '1,21) 3;t;\l 3.40 
Snow Warning, B Smith . 3.60 2.Ba. 
Rebel Hanns. 'T SlstIm • 19.00 . 

S'!l:'-Rocade, Vivaos, Qu .... n. Misty River, . 
'CooseOOf'n' Fool: Cu2:zins Jlm Andy. 
2NO-Slf. Furlongs, Tim ... 1:011, Off, 1!5! 
Ya No Ultno . D Meade VlO 4.ZO '2.80 
Warm N Wild J Bossio 23.130 9.00 
Sand Devil· R Scott ' 4.411 

Scr,--Crewel Wor:ll:~ Free' Long. Roclt. 
cast's Jr., Gato Grande, SUdan. "Ralu1 
Ro·d. . 
DOUBLE (P1"<)!I. Nos, n-3)' 'PAID 530;20 
3R.P-6 Furlongs, . Time, 1:14Vs. Off, 2,28 
Mahogany PIpe Maf!~ 11>.21> .6.60' 5.60 
Salinas Dream P 'He.d' 13.60 '1.80 
Miss Benny I'll Marinaccio 17.20 

Scr.-De'm Of Law, Fast Smiles, Stellar 
Run. Scouting Llama. 'Miss Louise M. 
PERFec.TA (MahOgany Pip and Salinas 

Oreilm) PAID 5110.60 
4'TM-6 Furlongs, Time, 1:12'*, ~)fo". 2,56 
Faci'imvd .R RJe-ra 'l.80 4.40 4.40 
11 For Vicki l' Capalbo· '7.20 4.20 
Elsa's Girl W M!yorga 7,40 

sltl.:!silFurlon9ll. Time, 1:060/5. 011, 3:26 
Eilstem Flight W CUrtin 11.40 4.80 5.80 
Buld '\'dl!n "R Hammonds. 3.ZO 3.20 
Instlg;tto.-, B SmiU! 6.60 
~rT'.-Miss Myrtle C. 

, PERFeCTA Il:ast",r.n Flight and Bold AI· 
den) PAID $33.1>1) 

'TH~ Furlongs. Time. 1:14'*. Off, 3,54 
j\1'ke's lW"" J DerOUl'n 32.00 14.0n 5.{\() 
Prince B. K 1) Rrnith 4.4<> 2.60 
Bowling Pins L :\tovers 2.·;n 

grr._\1'j~sty Eve, Karuga. 
7TH--6 Furlongs. Time. 1,11%. Off. 4:23 
:BroadwayLul14by Carr':r;'l" 5.2Q 3.20 .2.40 
r:rcek J G. 'M B"0I15s-rrt 3.20 2.40 
~nt'e B"h~ L MO'yer~ 2.80 
""~r.-(·d Rother Not. Riding H?hit. 

PERFeCTA (Sroadw.y 1.ullaby and Greek 
J. G.' PAID $21.20 

ilTH--6 Fur:ongs. Til'"'!, 1,11 '!Is. Off, 4,S1 
N~'llh N.l~h L Moyers 6.80 3.60 2.41. 
JoIl:; Petite G Mi'1,e'u 3.00 2.20 
H?t Tipper R Casey ~.4JJ 

Rer.-Fast SlrP,9m. 
9TH-l M.,70 Yd •• Time, 1:47'! •• Off, 5:10 
Henry:!tIc J Northcutt 7,C)(J 5.0~ 2.RO 
'Lit~ e Roul,le D Boudrot 'I.® 4.40 
Hap?y Journey Carr'zz'lla. 2.40 

pt~~i~~A (HenrY Me. an(i LIttle R1)t)ge) 
PAID S13:1.70 ( 

Another portion of the scratch sheet lists the results of the 
races on the previous day. The bookmaker will, in all probability, 
know the results long before he receives the scratch sheet. Of interest 
to the bookmaker in making certain that he hasn'tbeenpast posted (i. e., 
a bettor has placed a bet after the race has been run) is the time the 
race is off. Reading the results of the first race., Bow Hook, ridden 
by jockey Meade, paid $7.20 to win, $3. 60 to place and $3. 40 to show. 
The second horse, Snow Warning, ridden by jockey Smith, paid $3. 60 
to place and $2. 80 to show. The third horse, Rebel Hands, ridden by 
jockey SiSUffi, paid $19. 60 to show. The horses whose names a,re set 
forth thereafter are the scratched horses. 
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Shown here is a typical 
sheet containing horse race wag
ers. These printed forms are 
sometimes referred to as "ABC 
Sheets" or "markers." Theycan 
be readily identified by the two 
columns at the left for race num
ber and track designation and the 
three columns to the right of the 
center of the page for the amounts 
to win, place and show. This 
sheet shows action on the part of 
four bettors. 

o 2-7. John's bets start with 
z.. ~ six daily double wagers at $5 each 
~ ~ 7.- -'{~;Y for a total of $30 followed by a 

Pe t<- wager of $10 to win and $5 to place 
7-;:-;;' on the number one horse in the 
#- wt first race at New York. The fol-
~% lowing bet is $5 across-the-board 

·0~~''l.'" on horse number three in the sec-
T k'~ ond race at New York. The en-

. ~ ~~-\~ circled 5' s indicate that the horse 
came in second and the accounting notations in the right column show 
that it paid $6.20 to place and $3. 80 to show. These figures are for a 
$2 win which was converted to the wagered amounts ($5) by multiplying 
the sum by two and a half. At the end of the wagers for each individual 
is an encircled amount indicating the overall balance for the wagers 
written for the named individuals. 

The second wager by Bill was a "scratched" horse and the 
$4 wager is returned to the bettor. Pete's wagersincludetwo$2-to~win 
wagers on horses which won, paying $7.20 and $5.80. In addition, one 
of his round- robin wagers was a winner, paying $20.88. Pete's total 
winnings of $33. 88, less the $12 which the wagers cost, left him with a 
profit of $21. 88. 
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